
Agile Innovation.
“Design, then Develop”



Historical sales data can’t help true 
Innovation.



76%* of New Products Fail.

Based on analysis of 61,000 SKU’s over two thirds of 
products never even achieve 10,000 unit sales*.

*Neilsen Breakthrough Innovation Report 2014

A recent study by Newton Europe claims that over £3bn 
in opportunity cost is being wasted each year across 

both branded and own label products.



Embracing technology to power
Agile Innovation & NPD.

Agile methodologies have transformed the software 
industry over the past 25 or 30 years where agile 

methods have boosted average success rates to 39% 
from 11%.



The Agile Sprint Process.
SPRINT 1 SPRINT 2 SPRINT 3 SPRINT 4

Opportunity

Ideation

Naming

Recipe

Pricing

Messaging

Specification

Ranging

SPRINT

EXAMPLE 
TOPICS

BENCHMARKING

PRODUCT
CONCEPTS 500+ 300+ 100+ 50

TIME 2 DAYS 2 DAYS 2 DAYS 2 DAYS



Embracing technology to power
Agile Innovation & NPD.

Improve 
innovation 

performance.

Improve 
innovation 
decisions.

Increase 
innovation 
efficiency.

Technology helps to deliver Agile Innovation;
Quicker, Better, Cheaper.

+ +
Enhance 
consumer 
centricity.

+



Embracing technology to power
Agile Innovation & NPD.

Improve team 
productivity by 

up to 30%  
Faster time to 
market +90%

Lower 
innovation 
overheads 

by up to 40%

Using technology and improving process can lead to the 
following success metrics .

+ +
Improve NPD 
performance 
by up to 30%

+



The Agile Innovation mantra; 
“Design, then Develop”.

A consumer-driven, consistent, efficient way of creating value 
driving innovation at a greater pace than currently achievable.

//Fail fast.
//Build, measure, learn.

//Assess at scale.
//Decrease risk.
//Drive efficiency.

//Lower cost.
//Increase impact.



Softer benefits of Agile.

Speed & clarity of decision-making leads to;

>Productive, engaged & empowered teams
>Consistent behaviour & performance from suppliers
>Faster time to market
>Suppliers more willing to invest in genuine innovation



Example of concept testing.
Unpackaged product - Multi Option followed by Preference Steer



Test concept and format quickly, robustly and 
in detail.

Unpackaged product - 
split test to decide on 

shape

Packaged product - Preference steer 
to decide Pack format



Iterate & refine ideas each Sprint.
Packaged product - split 

test to decide on 
product name

Packaged product - first 
of multiple price tests to 

understand value 
perception vs current 

range



Pricing activity to compare perception across 
proposed range.

Consolidation of pricing data to compare NPD products



Technology platforms, what consumers see.



Tech platforms what clients see.



Thank you!


